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Introduction:
How did we build this question?
● We started with “I Notice, I Wonder” activities in class
● One picture sparked some interest in our class of 3rd grade scientists: CANDY!

Candy led to science!
● Once we noticed our picture of gummy bears, we started coming up with wonderings.
● We then took our wonderings and turned them into testable questions!

The wondering!
● When one student wrote “I wonder how big they can get?” our class brainstormed 

questions to test this.
● We thought about different ways to make a gummy bear grow, and at last, our question 

was formed!

This picture was used for our “I Notice, I Wonder” activity.



Question:

Which liquid will make a gummy bear 
grow the most?



Predictions:
Our class prediction is SPRITE will make the gummy bear grow the longest.

Here is a snippet of a students’ science journal. We made a graph to see what the most of our class’ 
predictions are.



Investigation Day 1:
● We made a list of materials:

○ water 
○ salt water
○ baking soda water
○ sugar water
○ vinegar
○ Sprite
○ 6 cups
○ 6 spoons
○ paper towels 

● We measured a normal gummy bear.
○ Why? So we can see how much more the liquids 

make it grow!

Here is a snippet of a students’ science 
journal. We measured a normal gummy 

bear and recorded it.

● Lastly, we set up our cups of liquids and set our 
gummy bears in them to soak!

Here are our cups of gummy bears, each 
labeled with the table group in charge of 

it as well as the liquid inside.



Investigation Day 2:
● We carefully took our gummy bears out with a spoon so they 

wouldn’t break.

● Then, each group measured their gummy bear’s new length and 
recorded it in their journal. 

● We came together as a class to fill in the rest of the gummy 
bear lengths in our journals.

Here is one group carefully removing 
the gummy bear from the liquid.

Measuring the new gummy bear’s 
length!

This page in our science journals is 
where we recorded all the lengths we 
found to see which grew the longest.



Results:

SPRITE MADE THE GUMMY BEAR GROW THE MOST!



Discussion:
Our prediction was correct because Sprite made the gummy bear grow 
the longest. When our class discussed why we think this happened, we 

had some great ideas!

“Maybe it’s because 
Sprite has a lot of 

bubbles, so the gummy 
bear soaked up liquid and 

air!

“I think it’s because 
Sprite has sugar water in 
it, so it was as if the two 
liquids were combined”

“I think since it’s soda 
and has more ingredients 
it was able to make the 
gummy bear grow the 

most”



New Wonderings:

Our class has some great new wonderings that may lead to even 
more experiments: 

● What other candies can grow?

● I wonder what would happen if we only tested sodas!

● Can anything make the gummy bears shrink?


